PRESIDENT CLEVELAND, WHERE ARE YOU?

Question Support

LITERARY ANALYSIS

1. Recall Why is each of the boys eager to gather a complete set of President cards?

2. Recall What is the name of the drugstore where the Frenchtown boys usually buy the President cards?

3. Clarify How does Jerry get the Grover Cleveland card?

Directions: Answer the questions.

4. Describe the Main Character Jerry’s most important traits are

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

5. Examine Motivation Jerry sold the Grover Cleveland card because

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

6. Analyze a Minor Character Describe how Armand’s character helps you learn about Jerry.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

7. Analyze the Main Character In “President Cleveland, Where Are You?”, Armand tells Jerry “Maybe you’ve learned something.” At the end of the story, Jerry has learned that

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________